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ABSTRACT
Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations are rich tools to understand the build-up
of stellar mass and angular momentum in galaxies, but require some level of calibra-
tion to observations. We compare predictions at z ∼ 0 from the eagle, hydrangea,
horizon-agn, and magneticum simulations with integral field spectroscopic (IFS)
data from the SAMI Galaxy Survey, ATLAS3D, CALIFA and MASSIVE surveys. The
main goal of this work is to simultaneously compare structural, dynamical, and stellar
population measurements in order to identify key areas of success and tension. We
have taken great care to ensure that our simulated measurement methods match the
observational methods as closely as possible, and we construct samples that match
the observed stellar mass distribution for the combined IFS sample. We find that the
eagle and hydrangea simulations reproduce many galaxy relations but with some
offsets at high stellar masses. There are moderate mismatches in Re (+), ε (−), σe
(−), and mean stellar age (+), where a plus sign indicates that quantities are too high
on average, and minus sign too low. The horizon-agn simulations qualitatively re-
produce several galaxy relations, but there are a number of properties where we find
a quantitative offset to observations. Massive galaxies are better matched to observa-
tions than galaxies at low and intermediate masses. Overall, we find mismatches in
Re (+), ε (−), σe (−) and (V/σ)e (−). magneticum matches observations well: this
is the only simulation where we find ellipticities typical for disk galaxies, but there
are moderate differences in Re (+), σe (−), (V/σ)e (−) and mean stellar age (+). Our
comparison between simulations and observational data has highlighted several areas
for improvement, such as the need for improved modelling resulting in a better verti-
cal disk structure, yet our results demonstrate the vast improvement of cosmological
simulations in recent years.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the present-day Universe, the majority of galaxies (> 85
percent) are consistent with being axisymmetric rotating
oblate spheroids and only a minor fraction of galaxies have
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complex dynamics (for a review, see Cappellari 2016). The
ratio of ordered to random stellar motion in galaxies has a
strong dependence on luminosity or stellar mass (Illingworth
1977; Davies et al. 1983; Emsellem et al. 2011; Brough et al.
2017; Veale et al. 2017a; van de Sande et al. 2017a; Green
et al. 2018), which suggests a link between the build-up of
stellar mass and angular momentum over time. Many the-
oretical studies are aimed at explaining the build-up and
removal of angular momentum in galaxies through mergers
(Naab et al. 2014, and citations within).

Binary galaxy merger simulations are a commonly used
tool for studying the dynamical evolution of galaxies. These
simulations showed that most merger remnants are consis-
tent with being fast rotating galaxies (Bois et al. 2010, 2011),
similar to what is found in the observational data. The dom-
inant process for creating realistic slow rotating galaxies,
however, is still a matter of debate (e.g., Bendo & Barnes
2000; Jesseit et al. 2009; Bois et al. 2011). The mass ratio
of the progenitors in binary-disk mergers appears to be the
most critical parameter for creating slow rotators, but there
is also a strong dependence on specific spin-orbit alignments
(Jesseit et al. 2009; Bois et al. 2010, 2011). Merger remnants
formed from dissipational (wet) mergers of equal-mass disk
galaxies better match the observed data than dissipationless
(dry) merger remnants (Cox et al. 2006). This suggests that
the presence of gas during mergers is crucial for creating
slow rotators. However, this is in contrast with Taranu et al.
(2013) who show that dissipation is not a prerequisite for
producing slow-rotating galaxies. Instead, multiple, mostly
dry, minor mergers are sufficient.

To disentangle the relative importance of major and
minor mergers, and large-scale environment, in changing the
angular momentum in galaxies, one requires a large ensemble
of simulated galaxies with a range of initial conditions. Large
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations are well suited for
this. These simulations follow the growth and evolution of
the galaxy from high-redshift (z ∼ 50) to the present-day
(z = 0) and provide more realistic insights into the formation
paths and rotational properties of galaxies as compared to
previous idealized, binary merger simulations.

The success of such an approach has already been
demonstrated by Naab et al. (2014), Welker et al. (2017),
Remus et al. (2017), Penoyre et al. (2017), Choi & Yi (2017),
Choi et al. (2018), Lagos et al. (2018a,b), and Martin et al.
(2018). Naab et al. (2014) use cosmological hydrodynamical
zoom-in simulations of 44 individual central galaxies, and
link the assembly history of these galaxies to their stellar
dynamical features. Their analysis of the stellar kinematic
data is done in an identical way to the ATLAS3D kinematic
observations (Cappellari et al. 2011). They find a good qual-
itative agreement between the simulated and observed kine-
matic measurements. By following the merger histories of
galaxies, Naab et al. (2014) show that there are multiple
formation paths for fast and slow rotating galaxies, empha-
sizing the importance of studying large ensembles of simu-
lated galaxies.

Penoyre et al. (2017) use the illustris simulations to
follow the dynamical evolution of thousands of galaxies.
They show that after z = 1, the merger and star-formation
histories of slow and fast rotator progenitors start to differ.
In contrast to Naab et al. (2014) and Lagos et al. (2018b),
they find no major difference between the effects of gas-rich

and gas-poor mergers. Minor mergers also appear to have lit-
tle correlation with the spin of galaxies. Lagos et al. (2018a)
use eagle (Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al. 2015) to analyse
the effect galaxy mergers (with different parameters) have on
the specific angular momentum ( j?) of galaxies. They show
that, on average, dry mergers reduce j? by ≈ 30 per cent,
while wet mergers increase j? by ≈ 10 per cent. Choi et al.
(2018) and Lagos et al. (2018b) focus on the impact of galaxy
mass and environment on the spin-down of galaxies, using
the horizon-agn (Dubois et al. 2014) and eagle simula-
tions respectively. Both studies agree with the observational
results from Veale et al. (2017b), Brough et al. (2017), and
Green et al. (2017) that galaxy stellar mass plays a more
dominant role in changing the spin-parameter proxy (λR)
of galaxies than environment. For satellite early-type galax-
ies, non-merger-induced tidal perturbations also appear to
play a bigger role than mergers in lowering the galaxy spin
parameter (Choi et al. 2018).

These specific angular momentum and spin parameter
evolution predictions, however, assume that other galaxy
parameters and scaling relations at z ∼ 0 are also well-
matched to observations. Most simulated galaxy populations
appear to overlap in terms of their dynamics and shapes
(e.g., Penoyre et al. 2017 using illustris; Lagos et al. 2018b
using eagle and hydrangea), but some mismatch between
the observations and simulations is also present (Choi et al.
2018, using horizon-agn). The validity of simulation pre-
dictions become doubtful if the main parameter that is being
used to make the predictions matches well with observations,
while other parameters do not. Thus, a detailed comparison
between multiple observational properties of galaxies from
observations and simulations is needed to support the idea
that conclusion from simulations apply to the real Universe.

Integral field spectroscopic (IFS) observations are ide-
ally suited for a comparison with simulations. IFS galaxy
surveys provide a unique opportunity to compare resolved
two-dimensional stellar dynamical measurements across a
large range of galaxy stellar masses and morphologies. Fur-
thermore, IFS samples are typically selected from larger sur-
veys that contain a wealth of ancillary data including struc-
tural parameters, stellar masses, and large scale environmen-
tal estimates. Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations are
now also capable of creating large samples of mock-galaxies
with dynamical observations with high enough spatial reso-
lution to resolve some of the inner dynamical structures of
galaxies.

In this paper, we compare structural, resolved dynam-
ical, and stellar population observations of mock galaxies
from the eagle, hydrangea (Bahé et al. 2017), horizon-
agn, and magneticum simulations to observations from
the Sydney-AAO Multi-object Integral field spectrograph
(SAMI) Galaxy Survey (Croom et al. 2012; Bryant et al.
2015), the ATLAS3D Survey (Cappellari et al. 2011), the
CALIFA survey (Sánchez et al. 2012), and the MASSIVE
survey (Ma et al. 2014). The paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 and 3 respectively present the data from the ob-
servations and simulations. In Section 4 we compare several
observational relationships between stellar mass, size and
dynamical parameters with the predictions from the simu-
lations. We review previous comparison studies in Section
5. The implications of these matches and mismatches are
discussed and summarised in the Section 6.
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Throughout the paper we assume a ΛCDM cosmology
with Ωm=0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, and H0 = 70 km s−1 Mpc−1. Fur-
thermore, we adopt a Chabrier (2003) stellar initial mass
function (IMF).

2 OBSERVATIONAL DATA

2.1 SAMI Galaxy Survey

SAMI is a multi-object IFS mounted at the prime focus of
the 3.9m Anglo Australian Telescope (AAT). It employs 13
revolutionary imaging fibre bundles, or hexabundles (Bland-
Hawthorn et al. 2011; Bryant et al. 2011; Bryant & Bland-
Hawthorn 2012; Bryant et al. 2014) that are manufactured
from 61 individual fibres with 1.′′6 angle on sky. Each hex-
abundle covers a ∼ 15′′ diameter region on the sky, has a
maximal filling factor of 75%, and is deployable over a 1◦

diameter field of view. All 819 fibres, including 26 individual
sky fibres, are fed into the AAOmega dual-beamed spectro-
graph (Saunders et al. 2004; Smith et al. 2004; Sharp et al.
2006).

The SAMI Galaxy Survey (Croom et al. 2012; Bryant
et al. 2015) has finished observations, targeting over 3000
galaxies covering a broad range in galaxy stellar mass (M∗ =
108 − 1012M�) and galaxy environment (field, groups, and
clusters) between redshift 0.004 < z < 0.095. Here we use
internal data release v0.10.1 that contains 2528 galaxies.
SAMI’s angular fibre size results in spatial resolutions of
1.6 kpc per fibre at z = 0.05. Field and group targets were
selected from four volume-limited galaxy samples derived
from cuts in stellar mass in the Galaxy and Mass Assembly
Survey (GAMA) G09, G12 and G15 regions (Driver et al.
2011). GAMA is a major campaign that combines a large
spectroscopic survey of ∼300,000 galaxies carried out us-
ing the AAOmega multi-object spectrograph on the AAT,
with a large multi-wavelength photometric data set. SAMI
Galaxy Survey cluster targets were obtained from eight high-
density cluster regions sampled within radius R200 with the
same stellar mass limit as for the GAMA fields (Owers et al.
2017).

For the SAMI Galaxy Survey, the 580V and 1000R grat-
ing are used in the blue (3750-5750Å) and red (6300-7400Å)
arm of the spectrograph, respectively. This results in a res-
olution of Rblue ∼ 1810 at 4800Å, and Rred ∼ 4260 at 6850Å
(van de Sande et al. 2017b). In order to create data cubes
with 0.′′5 spaxel size, all observations are carried out using a
six to seven position dither pattern (Sharp et al. 2015; Allen
et al. 2015).

All reduced data-cubes and stellar kinematic data
products in the GAMA fields are available on: https://

datacentral.org.au/, as part of the first and second SAMI
Galaxy Survey data release (Green et al. 2017; Scott et al.
2018).

2.1.1 Ancillary Data

For galaxies in the GAMA fields, we use the aperture
matched g and i photometry from the GAMA catalogue (Hill
et al. 2011; Liske et al. 2015), measured from reprocessed
SDSS Data Release Seven (York et al. 2000; Kelvin et al.
2012), to derive g − i colours. For the cluster environment,

photometry from the SDSS (York et al. 2000) and VLT Sur-
vey Telescope ATLAS imaging data are used (Shanks et al.
2013; Owers et al. 2017). From the rest-frame i-band abso-
lute magnitude and g − i color, stellar masses are derived
by using the color-mass relation as outlined in Taylor et al.
(2011). A Chabrier (2003) stellar IMF and exponentially de-
clining star formation histories are assumed in deriving the
stellar masses. For more details see Bryant et al. (2015).

Effective radii, ellipticities, and positions angles are
derived using the Multi-Gaussian Expansion (MGE; Em-
sellem et al. 1994; Cappellari 2002) technique and the code
from Scott et al. (2013) on imaging from the GAMA-SDSS
(Driver et al. 2011), SDSS (York et al. 2000), and VST
(Shanks et al. 2013; Owers et al. 2017). We define Re as
the semi-major axis effective radius, and the ellipticity of
the galaxy within one effective radius as εe, measured from
the best-fitting MGE model. For more details, we refer to
D’Eugenio et al. (in prep).

We use visual morphological classifications that are
based on the SDSS DR9 and VST gri colour images; late-
and early-types are divided according to their shape, pres-
ence of spiral arms and/or signs of star formation. Pure
bulges are then classified as ellipticals (E) and early-types
with disks as S0s. Similarly, late-types with only a disk com-
ponent are classified as late-spirals, while disk plus bulge late
types are early-spirals (for more details see Cortese et al.
2016).

2.1.2 Stellar Kinematics

The stellar kinematic measurements for the SAMI Galaxy
Survey are described in detail in van de Sande et al. (2017b).
In summary, we use the penalized pixel fitting code (pPXF;
Cappellari & Emsellem 2004; Cappellari 2017) assuming a
Gaussian line of sight velocity distribution (LOSVD). The
red arm spectral resolution is convolved to match the instru-
mental resolution in the blue. Both blue and red are then
rebinned and combined onto a logarithmic wavelength scale
with constant velocity spacing (57.9 km s−1). MILES stel-
lar library (Sánchez-Blázquez et al. 2006) spectra are used
for deriving a set of radially varying optimal templates us-
ing the SAMI annular binned spectra. For each individual
spaxel, pPXF is allowed to use the optimal templates from
the annular bin in which the spaxel is located as well as
the optimal templates from neighbouring annular bins. The
uncertainties on the LOSVD parameters are estimated from
150 simulated spectra.

We use the quality criteria for SAMI Galaxy Survey
data as described in van de Sande et al. (2017b): signal-
to-noise (S/N) > 3Å−1, σobs> FWHMinstr/2 ∼ 35 km s−1

where the FWHM is the full-width at half-maximum, Verror <

30 km s−1(Q1 from van de Sande et al. 2017b), and σerror <

σobs ∗ 0.1 + 25 km s−1 (Q2)
We visually inspect all 2528 SAMI kinematic maps, and

flag and exclude 87 galaxies with irregular kinematic maps
due to nearby objects or mergers that influence the stellar
kinematics of the main object. Another 533 galaxies are ex-
cluded where the radius out to which we can accurately mea-
sure the stellar kinematics or Re is less than the half-width
at half-maximum of the PSF (HWHMPSF). Furthermore, we
set the observational mass limit for stellar kinematic mea-
surement at M? = 5 × 109 M� or log(M?/M�) = 9.7, simi-
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lar to the simulations, which excludes another 332 galaxies.
Finally, throughout the paper, we only use galaxies when
where we can accurately derive V/σ out to one Re (see Sec-
tion 4.7). This brings the final number of galaxies from the
SAMI Galaxy Survey to 1558.

We note that while the total number of targeted galaxies
in the GAMA fields is significantly higher as compared to
cluster targets, due to higher stellar mass limit and lower
redshift range of the cluster sample, the stellar kinematic
success rate in clusters is significantly higher. Hence, we end
up with a relatively large fraction of cluster galaxies in the
final SAMI stellar kinematic sample (∼ 47 percent).

2.1.3 Stellar Population Age

We derive luminosity-weighted stellar population ages using
11 Lick indices in the SAMI blue spectral range following the
method outlined in Scott et al. (2017). Lick indices are con-
verted into single stellar population (SSP) equivalent age
using stellar population synthesis models (Schiavon 2007)
that predict Lick indices as a function of log Age, metallic-
ity [Z/H], and [α/Fe]. We then determine the SSP that best
reproduces the measured Lick indices using a χ2 minimi-
sation approach. Typical uncertainties are ±0.15 dex in log
Age. Because the stellar population parameters are derived
from using individual Lick indices rather than full spectral
fitting, our results are relatively insensitive to dust.

2.2 ATLAS3D Survey

We use a combined sample of 260 early-type galaxies from
the SAURON survey (de Zeeuw et al. 2002) and ATLAS3D

Survey (Cappellari et al. 2011) that were observed with the
SAURON spectrograph (Bacon et al. 2001). The SAURON
survey adopted an instrumental spectral resolution of 4.2Å
FWHM (σinstr = 105 km s−1) and cover the wavelength
range of 4800-5380Å. ATLAS3D galaxies were observed with
a higher resolution of 3.9Å FWHM (σinstr = 98 km s−1). The
data were Voronoi binned (Cappellari & Copin 2003) with
a target signal-to-noise per bin of 40. The stellar kinematics
were extracted using pPXF with stellar templates from the
MILES stellar library (see Cappellari et al. 2011).

We use the publicly available unbinned data cubes
(V1.01.) and the 2D Voronoi binned stellar kinematic maps
(Emsellem et al. 2004; Cappellari et al. 2011)2. We exclude
galaxy NGC 0936 from the sample because no unbinned data
is available. Circularised size measurements are taken from
Cappellari et al. (2011), corrected to semi-major axis effec-
tive radii using the global ellipticities from Krajnović et al.
(2011) (Re = Re,c/

√
1 − ε). We use ellipticities at one effec-

tive radius from Emsellem et al. (2011), and position angles
from Krajnović et al. (2011). Stellar masses are calculated
from the r-band luminosity and mass-to-light ratio as pre-
sented in Cappellari et al. (2013a,b), converted to a Chabrier
(2003) IMF. Visual morphologies (T-type) are from Cappel-
lari et al. (2011). We obtained luminosity-weighted stellar
population ages from Table 3 of McDermid et al. (2015)

1 http://www-astro.physics.ox.ac.uk/atlas3d/
2 Unbinned stellar kinematic measurements are not available.

that are based on Lick indices measurements and single stel-
lar population models from Schiavon (2007). As described in
Appendix B, we subtract 0.23 dex from all ATLAS3D stellar
ages to correct a median offset from the SAMI sample. Above
a stellar mass limit of log(M?/M�) = 9.7, the ATLAS3D sam-
ple contains 244 galaxies.

2.3 CALIFA Survey

We use a sample of 294 CALIFA galaxies with a wide
range in morphology and kinematic properties from Falcón-
Barroso et al. (2017). The CALIFA IFS data were observed
with the PMAS instrument (Roth et al. 2005), a 74′′ × 64′′

hexagonal fibre spectrograph, mounted at the 3.5m tele-
scope of the Calar Alto observatory. Similar to ATLAS3D,
the CALIFA data are Voronoi binned to obtain spatial bins
with an approximate S/N of 20 per pixel. Stellar kinematic
measurements were derived from the Voronoi binned spec-
tra with wavelength range between 3400-4750Å and spectral
resolution of 2.3Å (V1200 grating; Husemann et al. 2013).
Velocities V and velocity dispersions σ are extracted with
the pPXF code in combination with 330 stellar templates
selected from the Indo-U.S. spectral library (Valdes et al.
2004). The 2D kinematic maps are publicly available as part
of the CALIFA DR3 (Sánchez et al. 2016b)3.

We use the stellar masses, visual morphologies, semi-
major axis effective radii, position angles, and elliptici-
ties at one effective radius as presented in Table 1 from
Falcón-Barroso et al. (2017; see also Walcher et al. 2014).
Luminosity-weighted stellar population ages are gathered
from table C.2 of González Delgado et al. (2015). These
ages are estimated from full spectral fitting using the spec-
tral base GMe models that are a combination of SSP spectra
provided by Vazdekis et al. (2010) and González Delgado
et al. (2005). Measurements within one effective radius are
not available, instead we derive the average of the ”central”
([0]) and ”at 1 half-light-radius” mean stellar ages. Finally,
we note that CALIFA galaxies are selected based on an-
gular isophotal diameter (45′′ ≤ D25 ≤ 80′′ Walcher et al.
2014); this biases the sample towards galaxies that are more
inclined and have higher ellipticities. Above a stellar mass
limit of log(M?/M�) = 9.7, the ATLAS3D sample contains
257 galaxies.

There are six galaxies in the CALIFA survey that over-
lap with ATLAS3D. Similar to Falcón-Barroso et al. (2017),
we find an excellent agreement between the dynamical mea-
surements from both surveys. However, when comparing the
stellar mass estimates, we notice that 5/6 CALIFA stellar
masses are on average higher by ∼ 0.22dex as compared to
ATLAS3D. To investigate this offset further, we check for
possible mismatches in the size-stellar mass plane and veloc-
ity dispersion-stellar mass plane. We find that the full CAL-
IFA dataset is on average higher by ∼ 0.2 dex in stellar mass
as compared to GAMA, SAMI, and ATLAS3D data in the
size-mass diagram, and to SAMI and ATLAS3D in the σe-
mass diagram. While this difference could be explained by a
different IMF (e.g., Salpeter 1955 as compared to Chabrier
2003) the CALIFA DR3 documentation indicates that a
Chabrier (2003) was used to derive the stellar masses. While

3 http: //califa.caha.es
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other CALIFA stellar mass estimates exist (e.g., González
Delgado et al. 2015; Sánchez et al. 2016a), when comparing
these stellar masses to the overlapping ATLAS3D galaxies,
or with dynamical mass measurements (see Section 4.6), we
find that they do not provide a better match. As the main
idea behind using different surveys is to create a more ho-
mogeneous data-set, we therefore decide to use the Falcón-
Barroso et al. (2017) stellar masses, but we subtract 0.2 dex
to correct for the offset to GAMA, SAMI, and ATLAS3D.

2.4 MASSIVE Survey

The volume-limited MASSIVE IFS survey specifically tar-
geted the ∼ 100 most massive early-type galaxies within
a distance of 108 Mpc. IFS observations were done with
the Mitchell fibre Spectrograph (Hill et al. 2008) with a
107′′×107′′ field of view, on the 2.7m Harlan J. Smith Tele-
scope at McDonald Observatory. The data are spatially com-
bined using a circular binning scheme to reach a target S/N
of 20. The wavelength range is 3650-5850Å and the average
spectral resolution is 5Å (FWHM) with a dependence on
wavelength and spatial position.

Veale et al. (2017b) use pPXF in combination with
the MILES stellar library to extract six-moment kinemat-
ics, i.e., they fit for V , σ, and h3 − h6. Here, h3 − h6 are
the weights of Gauss-Hermite polynomials that are used to
model the deviations from a Gaussian LOSVD. Stellar kine-
matic maps are not publicly available; instead we use the
kinematic values as presented in Table 1 of Veale et al.
(2018). This will be explained in more detail in Section
4.7. Stellar velocity dispersions and ellipticities are obtained
from Veale et al. (2017b,a). Ellipticities are derived from a
”super-coadd” isophote, not within one effective radius (Ma
et al. 2014). Effective radii are from Ma et al. (2014) Table
3 (NASA-Sloan Atlas where available or 2MASS corrected
using their Eq. 4).

Following Ma et al. (2014), we use absolute K-band
magnitudes to estimate stellar masses. However, rather than
deriving stellar masses from a relation based on Jeans
Anisotropic Modelling (JAM) mass-to-light ratios (Cappel-
lari et al. 2013a), we use stellar population model-based
mass-to-light ratios (log(M/L)Salp) from Cappellari et al.
(2013b), converted to a Chabrier (2003) IMF:

log10(M?) = 10.39 − 0.46(MK + 23). (1)

This different choice as compared to Ma et al. (2014) is moti-
vated by the need for a homogeneous sample where all stellar
masses are calculated in the same way. Above a stellar mass
limit of log(M?/M�) = 9.7, the total number of MASSIVE
galaxies with stellar kinematic measurements is 85.

2.5 Summary of Observational Data

The combined data from the SAMI Galaxy Survey,
ATLAS3D, CALIFA, and MASSIVE Survey yields a total
of 2144 galaxies with stellar kinematic measurements above
a stellar mass of log(M?/M� ) > 9.7. Approximately ∼ 40
percent of the galaxies reside in high-density cluster envi-
ronments, and ∼66 percent are visually classified to have
early-type morphology (E and S0-type).

3 SIMULATION DATA

3.1 EAGLE and HYDRANGEA Simulations

The eagle project (Evolution and Assembly of GaLaxies
and their Environments; Schaye et al. 2015; Crain et al.
2015; McAlpine et al. 2016), is a large set of cosmological
hydrodynamic simulations that are publicly available4. In
this paper, we use the reference model Ref-L100N1504 with
a volume of (100 Mpc)3 co-moving. eagle and hydrangea
adopt the Planck Collaboration XVI 2014 cosmological pa-
rameters (Ωm=0.307, ΩΛ = 0.693, H0 = 67.77 km s−1 Mpc−1).
The dark matter particle mass is 9.7 × 106 M�, the initial
gas particle mass is 1.81×106 M�, and the typical mass of a
stellar particle is similar to the gas particle mass. The refer-
ence model was calibrated to match the z ∼ 0.1 stellar mass
function and the observed relation between stellar mass and
black-hole mass. The z ∼ 0.1 size-mass relation was also used
as a guide to reject some stellar feedback models that led to
too compact galaxies, despite reproducing the stellar mass
function (see Crain et al. 2015 for details).

To provide the best global environment match to the
SAMI Galaxy Survey sample, we combine eagle with hy-
drangea that consists of 24 cosmological zoom-in simu-
lations of galaxy clusters and their environments (Bahé
et al. 2017). hydrangea is part of the larger Cluster-eagle
project (Barnes et al. 2017). Cluster-eagle is simlar to ea-
gle but with different parameter values for the active galac-
tic nuclei (AGN) feedback model, to make it more efficient.
To reproduce the same ratio of field, group, and cluster
galaxies as in observations, we select all hydrangea galax-
ies that are in groups or clusters with mass greater than
log(M?/M�)group > 13.85. We note that this group mass limit
for hydrangea is lower than the adopted mass for the SAMI
Galaxy Survey cluster sample of log(M?/M�)group > 14.25.
This lower limit was adopted to reach a fraction of ∼ 40 per-
cent of galaxies that are in the highest-density environments,
similar to observations.

We use the kinematic measurements as described in La-
gos et al. (2018b), corrected to H0 = 70.0 km s−1 Mpc−1

which was adopted for the observations. In summary, we ex-
tract effective radii, ellipticities, line-of-sight velocities and
velocity dispersions, adopting techniques that closely match
the observations. First, each galaxy is projected onto a 2D
plane that is observed under two different inclinations: an
edge-on view, and a random orientation (seen through the
simulation z-axis) to mimic observations. In this 2D projec-
tion, we create a grid of pixels with size 1.5 kpc (proper),
and construct an r-band luminosity weighted velocity distri-
bution for each pixel. This LOSVD is fitted with a Gaussian
function to estimate V and σ; the rest-frame velocity is de-
fined at the centre of the galaxy potential.

r-band luminosities of star particles are derived by com-
bining the age and metallicity of those star particles as-
suming a Chabrier (2003) IMF combined with a Bruzual
& Charlot (2003) stellar population synthesis model. The
r-band luminosities are then obtained by convolving this
model with an SDSS r-band bandpass. We do not include
the effect of dust on the r-band luminosities. While dust
obscuration will have a larger impact on the measurements

4 http://icc.dur.ac.uk/Eagle/database.php
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in late-type galaxies than in early-types and depends on in-
clination, as the differences between mass and luminosity
weighted quantities are relatively small (see Appendix A),
we do not expect dust to change our results significantly. For
a study on the impact of dust on galaxy colours in eagle,
we refer to Trayford et al. (2017).

The effective radius is defined as Re, the projected r-
band half-luminosity radius, measured as the average from
the xy, xz, and yz projections. Ellipticities are calculated
within one effective radius using the projected particle po-
sitions and particle luminosities using Eqs. 1 to 3 of Lagos
et al. (2018b). The position angle of the major axis are de-
fined in Eq. 4 of Lagos et al. (2018b). Stellar ages were cal-
culated as an r-band luminosity weighted stellar age using
all particles within r50.

Following Lagos et al. (2018b), we adopt a lower mass
limit of M? = 5 × 109 M�, to ensure that the simulated
measurements converge to better than 10 percent. Exam-
ple maps of the luminosity, velocity, and velocity disper-
sion are shown in Fig 1 of Lagos et al. (2018b). Above the
adopted stellar mass limit, the combined eagle and hy-
drangea sample contains 8,982 galaxies.

3.2 HORIZON-AGN Simulations

The cosmological hydrodynamic horizon-agn simulations
are described in detail in Dubois et al. (2014). In short,
the simulation that we use here is run within a box with
a volume of (142 Mpc)3 co-moving. horizon-agn adopts
a cosmology compatible with the Wilkinson Microwave
Anisotropy Probe 7 cosmology (Ωm=0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728,
H0 = 70.4 km s−1 Mpc−1; Komatsu et al. 2011). The dark
matter particle mass is 8 × 107 M�. The hydrodynamics are
computed on a grid, adaptively refining to the local density
following a quasi Lagrangian scheme (Teyssier 2002). Cells
are 1kpc wide at maximal refinement level. The adopted res-
olution is such that the typical mass of a stellar particle is
2 × 106 M�. The simulation implements the formation and
evolution of black holes, and black holes can grow by gas ac-
cretion. The horizon-agn project uses two modes of AGN
feedback, while eagle adopts one. The tuning approach in
horizon-agn differs from eagle. Only the local black hole
mass to stellar mass relation is tuned so as to ensure the pre-
dictive aspect of resulting statistical properties in the simu-
lation.

Structural, stellar population, and stellar kinematic
measurements are measured in a similar way as was done for
the eagle simulation, corrected to H0 = 70.0 km s−1 Mpc−1.
We present a brief summary here, whereas a more detailed
description will be presented in C. Welker et al. (in prep.).
Ages and ellipticities are computed directly from the star
particles with r-band luminosity weighting. Ellipticities are
derived from the eigenvalues of the 2D luminosity weighted
inertia tensor of the star particles (positions are projected
on a plane orthogonal to the line of sight). All star particles
within one half-luminosity radius are used in the calculation.
All other quantities are computed on mock spaxels. For each
galaxy, its star particles are projected on a plane orthogonal
to the line of sight and sorted in a two dimensional spatial
grid covering all star particles within one half luminosity ra-
dius, with a fixed pixel width of 1.5 kpc. In each pixel, we
compute the average r-band luminosity, and we fit the aver-

age line-of-sight velocity and dispersion. We then compute
the luminosity weighted average over all the pixels with more
than 10 particles. The horizon-agn sample contains 32,452
galaxies with stellar mass greater than M? = 5 × 109 M�.

3.3 MAGNETICUM Simulations

The third set of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations
that we will use are the Magneticum Pathfinder5 simula-
tions, hereafter simply magneticum (see Dolag et al., in
prep and Hirschmann et al. 2014 for more details on the sim-
ulation). We use the data from the medium-sized cosmologi-
cal box (Box 4) with a volume of (48 Mpc)3 co-moving at the
ultra high resolution level. magneticum adopts a cosmol-
ogy compatible with the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy
Probe 7 cosmology (Ωm=0.272, ΩΛ = 0.728, H0 = 70.4 km s−1

Mpc−1; Komatsu et al. 2011). The dark matter and gas
particles have masses of respectively 3.7 × 107 M� and
7.3 × 106 M�, and each gas particle can spawn up to four
stellar particles.

Structural, stellar population, and stellar kinematic
measurements are described in Schulze et al. (2018), here
corrected to H0 = 70.0 km s−1 Mpc−1. However, here we use
luminosity weighted quantities as compared to the mass-
weighted quantities in Schulze et al. (2018). r-band luminosi-
ties are derived using an identical method that was used for
the eagle data. The effective radius of a galaxy is estimated
from determining the radius of a sphere that contain half of
the total r-band luminosity. Note that this approach is differ-
ent from eagle and horizon-agn where we used projected
2D sizes, and the magneticum could therefore be larger
by aproximately ∼ 0.1dex. Kinematic maps are constructed
from the mean projected velocity along a line-of-sight and
the velocity dispersion is derived from the standard devia-
tion of the particle velocities. Similar to some observational
surveys (e.g., ATLAS3D, CALIFA), Voronoi tessellation is
adopted to avoid low-numbers of particles along a line-of-
sight. Ellipticities for a given projection are derived following
the definition of Cappellari et al. (2007), but using an iter-
ative process. First, ε is calculated from all particles within
a circular aperture radius of 1.5Re. Then this process is re-
peated using a new aperture with the previously determined
ellipticity ε containing the same stellar mass, until the es-
timate for ε converges. This technique differs slightly from
the approach taken for eagle and horizon-agn, where no
iterative approach was used. Stellar ages were calculated as
an r-band luminosity weighted stellar age using all particles
within r50. Because the dark matter particle mass in mag-
neticum is significantly higher than in eagle we adopt a
higher mass limit of M? = 1 × 1010 M�. Above this stellar
mass limit, the magneticum sample contains 2073 galaxies.

3.4 Summary of Data from Simulations

We have constructed a large sample of galaxy mock-
observations from four major hydrodynamical cosmologi-
cal simulations: eagle and hydrangea, horizon-agn, and
magneticum. In all simulations, we have used measure-
ment techniques as close to observational measurements

5 www.magneticum.org
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Figure 1. Comparison of GAMA and IFS observational data in the size-mass diagram. We show the density of galaxies from the

GAMA survey as grey squares, where darker grey means higher density of galaxies. The grey contours enclose 68 and 95 percent of

the GAMA data. The individual symbols show the IFS data from the SAMI Galaxy Survey (left), ATLAS3D(middle; diamond symbols)
and MASSIVE (middle; plus symbols), and CALIFA (right). IFS data are coloured coded by their visual morphological classification as

indicated by the legends. We recover the well-known morphology trend where below log(M?/M� ) ∼ 11 early-type galaxies tend to be
smaller than late-type galaxies, whereas early-type galaxies start to match the sizes of late-type galaxies at the highest stellar masses

(log(M?/M� ) > 11.3).

techniques as possible, but minor differences still exist. Fur-
thermore, we use simulations with different particle reso-
lution and with different volume sizes: in eagle the dark
particle mass is mdm = 9.7 × 106 M� in a (100 Mpc)3 co-
moving volume, for horizon-agn we have mdm = 8×107 M�
and (142 Mpc)3 co-moving volume, and for magneticum
mdm = 3.7 × 107 M� in (48 Mpc)3 co-moving volume. We
stress that these simulations adopt different philosophies for
calibrating to and reproducing observational results. Where
some are “made to match”, others are “made to bridge”
(i.e., calibrated on larger-scale observed statistical proper-
ties, versus calibrated on ensemble average smaller-scale sim-
ulations). Therefore, our main aim of the paper is to identify
key areas of success and tension, not to determine which sim-
ulations provides the closest or ”best”match to observations.

4 COMPARING OBSERVATIONS AND
SIMULATIONS

In the following section we will compare fundamental galaxy
parameters obtained from simulations and observations us-
ing similar measuring techniques. We will look at structural
parameters, such as effective radius and ellipticity, but also
at dynamical properties like aperture velocity dispersion and
(V/σ)e, the average ratio of the velocity and velocity disper-
sion within one effective radius. The main goal of this sec-
tion is to see where simulations and observations agree or
disagree. Section 5 and 6 will be devoted to understanding
where the differences are coming from and what lessons can
be learned from this.

4.1 Observational Biases

Most observational selection effects are well understood and
easily reproducible, but the combination of four different
surveys with four different sets of selection criteria makes

the comparison with the simulations challenging. There is
not a single, simple selection function that encompasses all
the biases of the observations. The strongest observational
bias is as a function of stellar mass: as galaxies decrease in
stellar mass their total luminosity decreases, which makes
it increasingly hard to obtain the targeted S/N per galaxy
spaxel. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, we only apply a
stellar-mass selection to the simulated data. This will remove
the strongest bias, but more subtle effects may arise from
the other selection criteria (for details see Section 2). Note,
for example that Cañas et al. (2018) find an offset between
the stellar mass function from observations (Moustakas et al.
2013; Wright et al. 2017) and Horizon-AGN (see also Kaviraj
et al. 2017). This implies that with our mass-matching tech-
nique, on average low-mass galaxies in horizon-agn may
be selected in lower-mass halos than in eagle. For mag-
neticum a comparison of the stellar-to-halo mass relation
was made in Teklu et al. (2017), and their simulated galax-
ies agree qualitatively with the different observations. How-
ever, possible biases might arise in magneticum due to the
smaller volume box used that could lead to lower density
environments being probed on average compared to eagle,
horizon-agn and the observations. As the evolution of the
angular momentum in galaxies is sensitive to halo growth,
this could add to the biases in the comparison between the
simulated and observed dynamical measurements.

To reveal possible observational biases as a function of
stellar mass, in Fig. 1 we present the size-mass relation of
the observational samples compared to an unbiased sample
from GAMA at z < 0.1. The data are colour coded by visual
morphology. Note that the MASSIVE sample only contains
ellipticals (E) and lenticulars (S0), however, no individual
galaxy classifications were available to us.

A size-mass dependence on morphology is well known;
at lower stellar mass (log(M?/M�) < 10) early-type galaxies
tend to be smaller than late-type galaxies (e.g., Shen et al.
2003; Lange et al. 2016). The early-type size-mass relation
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Figure 2. Normalised distribution of galaxy stellar masses from simulations (left panel) and observations (right panel). Simulation

data from horizon-agn are shown in purple, eagle in green, hydrangea light-green, and magneticum in brown. Observational data
from SAMI is shown in blue, ATLAS3D in orange, CALIFA in yellow, and MASSIVE in grey. Because the SAMI sample is the largest

observational sample, for clarity the histogram is shown with a colour fill. Due to observational limitations and selection criteria, the

number of galaxies below log(M?/M� ) < 10 rapidly decreases in the observational surveys. To overcome this bias as a function of stellar
mass, data from simulations are mass-matched to the observational data (see Section 4.2).

is steeper as compared to the relation for late-type galax-
ies, and at high stellar masses (log(M?/M�) > 11) early-type
galaxies start to become larger. This trend with morphology
is clearly visible in the SAMI Galaxy Survey data, in partic-
ular between 10 < log(M?/M�) < 11. Similarly, because the
ATLAS3D survey consists of early-types only, galaxies are
on average smaller than the GAMA galaxies.

Below log(M?/M�) < 10.5, the fraction of late-type
galaxies strongly increases. Below log(M?/M�) < 10 we find
a bias towards more compact galaxies, as there are few SAMI
galaxies above the 1-σ GAMA contour line around 4kpc.
The CALIFA sample becomes strongly dominated by late-
type galaxies at log(M?/M�) < 10.5 and CALIFA galaxies
are on average slightly larger than the GAMA comparison
sample at this stellar mass. The sizes of the MASSIVE galax-
ies appear to lie well above the different surveys. We will
discus this further in Section 4.6.

While individual surveys show small morphological bi-
ases, we can diminish the effect of these biases by combin-
ing the data from the SAMI Galaxy Survey, ATLAS3D, and
CALIFA into one sample. We note that combining the differ-
ent surveys does not completely remove the sample biases,
but lessens the biases of the individual surveys.

4.2 Mass Distribution and Sample Matching

We now describe the mass selection of simulated galaxies in
order to match the observational sample. We start by show-
ing the normalised mass distributions of the simulated and
observational data in Fig. 2. Note that due to the differ-
ent stellar mass range of the magneticum sample, we have
normalised the stellar mass distribution of magneticum to

have a peak of 0.78, rather than 1.0 that was adopted for
eagle, hydrangea, and horizon-agn. This way, we can
better compare the shape of the distribution between the
different simulations.

We find a close match between the mass distribution
of eagle, horizon-agn, and magneticum (left panel), al-
though the horizon-agn distribution is slightly higher at
low stellar mass (log(M?/M�) < 10.5). The clear difference
between the eagle and hydrangea stellar mass distribu-
tion is due to the hydrangea cluster environment. For the
observations (right panel), we see that the shape of the dis-
tributions for SAMI and ATLAS3D closely match, with a
median stellar mass of log(M?/M�)=10.4. The CALIFA dis-
tribution is skewed towards slightly higher stellar mass (me-
dian log(M?/M�)=10.6), and the MASSIVE survey is a clear
but intended outlier, with a narrow distribution at very high-
stellar mass (median log(M?/M�)=11.6).

As the simulated and observed stellar mass functions
differ in shape, we cannot directly compare parameters from
the simulations and observations without introducing a bias
caused by trends with stellar mass. Therefore, to remove this
bias, we will perform a mass-matching by randomly selecting
simulated galaxies as a function of stellar mass. The number
of galaxies in the eagle, hydrangea, and horizon-agn
simulations exceeds the number of galaxies in the observed
sample. Thus, we can select many more galaxies from these
simulations than there are in the observed sample. However,
in magneticum, the number of galaxies is less than in the
observed sample, and in order to mass-match the sample,
we have to select an even lower number of galaxies.

Despite the differences in model parameters between
eagle and hydrangea, we combine the two models because
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Figure 3. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the size-mass diagram. In panel a), we show the density of galaxies from

the combined eagle and hydrangea simulations as green squares, where darker green means higher density of galaxies. The green

contours enclose 68 and 95 percent of the simulated data. Observational data from the SAMI Galaxy Survey is shown as blue circles,
ATLAS3D as orange diamonds, CALIFA as yellow pentagons, and MASSIVE as grey pluses. The grey and white squares show the median

of the observed sample in mass bins, and the vertical lines show the 16th and 84th percentile of the observed distribution. In panel b)

we show the effective radius-distribution of eagle+ (green) and observational data (black), where the dotted lines show the median in
effective-radius. Data from the MASSIVE survey is not included in this panel (see Section 2). The eagle+ size-mass relation matches

reasonably well with observational data, although the median size of simulated galaxies is larger by 42 percent as compared to our

observed sample (median of 3.82 kpc versus 2.67 kpc, respectively). For horizon-agn (panel c-d), the size-mass relation is offset from
observational data; at all stellar masses simulated galaxies are too large. The median size is 5.03 kpc as compared to 2.67 kpc for the

observations, but the offset is similar at all stellar masses. The magneticum size-mass relation (panel e-f) has a similar slope and spread,
but the average galaxy size is too large (median of 4.68 kpc versus 2.67 kpc in observations), expect for the most massive galaxies.

it was shown in Lagos et al. (2018b) that both models have
a similar span in the λR (spin-parameter proxy) - ellipticity
space, and the differences were due to stellar mass sampling.
In observations, the ratio of field and group galaxies com-
pared to cluster galaxies in the observations is approximately
40 percent. As mentioned in Section 3.1, in order to match
this number in the eagle and hydrangea simulations, we
only select hydrangea galaxies that are in groups or clus-
ters with mass greater than log(M?/M�)group > 13.85. From
now on, we will refer to this joined eagle and hydrangea
sample as eagle+.

For the mass-matching, we first determine the number
of galaxies in both the simulated and observational datasets,
in stellar mass bins with a 0.15 dex width, starting at
log(M?/M� ) = 9.7. In every mass-bin we then compare the
number of simulated versus observed galaxies, and calculate
the ratio between the two. For example, in the stellar mass
bin of 10.0 < log(M?/M�) < 10.15, we find 1227 eagle+

galaxies, whereas the combined observational dataset con-
tains 279 galaxies. Thus the ratio of simulated to observed
galaxies is a factor of 4.40. Over the entire stellar mass range,
we find that the lowest ratio of simulated to observed galax-
ies is 1.96 in the stellar mass range of 10.9 < log(M?/M� ) <
11.05 (320 and 163 galaxies in eagle+ and observations, re-
spectively). Similarly, for horizon-agn the lowest ratio is
4.56 at 11.2 < log(M?/M�) < 11.35, and for magneticum
the lowest ratio is 0.51 at 10.9 < log(M?/M�) < 11.05

The lowest ratio then sets the number of galaxies that
we can randomly sample in each mass bin from the simula-
tions. That is, for every mass bin in the eagle+ (horizon-
agn, magneticum) simulation, we randomly select 1.96
(4.56, 0.51) times as many galaxies as there are observed.
This way, the mass-distribution of the simulations will be
identical to the observations, while also maintaining the
largest number of simulated galaxies to which to compare

to. As we only do a single random draw, the choice of the
random seed may potentially impact our results when the
sample to draw from gets small (e.g., towards high stellar
mass). We check and confirm that by using different ran-
dom seeds none of our our conclusions change.

We set an upper limit for the mass-matching at
log(M?/M�) = 11.5, where the number of simulated galax-
ies is low as compared to the observations. Above a stellar
mass of log(M?/M� ) = 11.5, there are 89 galaxies in the
combined surveys including MASSIVE, while there are 109
in eagle+, 166 in horizon-agn, and 38 in magneticum.
If we were to include the MASSIVE sample in the mass
matching, the overall sampling factor would be ∼ 2 or less.
Thus, to keep the sampling factor as high as possible for the
combined observed sample we limit the mass matching to
log(M?/M�) < 11.5. Effectively, this means that we combine
the SAMI, ATLAS3D, and CALIFA measurements into one
sample.

Combining the different surveys also helps to ho-
mogenise coverage for several observed parameters (see e.g.,
Fig. 1). We note that our observational sample is biased to-
wards early-type galaxies. Mass-matching will not correct
for possible morphological differences between the observed
and simulated samples, but is beyond the scope of this pa-
per to try and correct for such second order effects. Finally,
because the MASSIVE Survey sample only contains galaxies
with stellar mass log(M?/M�) > 11.5, we will describe the
comparison with the MASSIVE sample separately in the fol-
lowing sections.

4.3 Size-Mass

We start the comparison between observations and simu-
lations with one of the most fundamental galaxy relations,
between the stellar mass and effective radius (Fig 3). Due to
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Figure 4. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the ellipticity-mass diagram. Symbols are the same as in Fig. 3. We find

a good match between the ellipticities from eagle+ and observations, although there are too few flattened high ε galaxies in eagle+.

Simulated horizon-agn galaxies are too round by a large factor, except for the highest stellar masses. Almost no eagle+ galaxies with
ε > 0.6 or horizon-agn galaxies with ε > 0.5 exist. At low stellar masses, magneticum provides a significantly better match at high ε

as compared to the other simulations, yet the number of observed round galaxies ε > 0.2 is lower as compared to the observed sample.

the availability of high-spatial resolution Hubble Space Tele-
scope imaging campaigns (e.g., COSMOS, CANDELS, etc;
Capak et al. 2007; Koekemoer et al. 2007; Grogin et al. 2011;
Koekemoer et al. 2011), the size-mass relation is extremely
well studied out to high-redshift and offers invaluable in-
sight into how galaxies grow over time (e.g., van der Wel
et al. 2014, and references therein).

The match between eagle+ and observations is good
(Fig. 3a), but eagle+ galaxies have sizes that are on aver-
age too large. While the eagle simulations are not directly
calibrated to match disk-type galaxies, models were rejected
that produced galaxies that were far too small (Crain et al.
2015), so a good match here is not entirely unexpected (see
Schaye et al. 2015). However, the calibration was performed
with mass-weighted sizes, which are typically smaller than
luminosity-weighted (see Appendix A). The addition of the
hydrangea data increases the number of early-type galax-
ies, and thus adds more data to the bottom-right side of
the size-mass relation. Nonetheless, at fixed stellar mass,
we observe the spread in the eagle+ sizes to be larger as
compared to the observed sample. In Fig. 3b, we find an
offset between the median effective radius of the simulations
versus the observations (3.82 kpc versus 2.67 kpc, respec-
tively). From bootstrapping the distributions a thousand
times, we find that the uncertainty on the medians are small
(1-2 percent). The number of observed galaxies is largest
between 10 < log(M?/M�) < 10.5, which is also where the
observational bias towards early-type galaxies is the largest.
Thus part of the mismatch here may be ascribed to a mor-
phological observational bias. At the highest stellar masses
(log(M?/M�) > 11.5), the match to the MASSIVE data is
excellent.

In Fig. 3c-d we present the size-mass relation from the
horizon-agn simulations. We find a good qualitative match
between the shape and slope of the size-mass relation, but
the simulated size-mass relation is offset towards larger radii
as compared to observations by a factor of 1.88 (median ef-
fective radius of the simulations versus the observations is
5.03 kpc versus 2.67 kpc, respectively). The spread in size
at fixed stellar masses is significantly smaller as compared
to eagle, but also slightly smaller as compared to obser-
vations. The offset towards larger radii is not likely caused

by a morphological bias in the simulations towards disk-
type galaxies. The offset is similar at all stellar masses, and
in horizon-agn the size-mass relation for early-type lies
above the relation for late-type galaxies at all stellar masses
(Dubois et al. 2016). The shape of the size-mass relation is
surprisingly similar for early-type and late-type galaxies in
horizon-agn. We will discus this offset further in Section
5.

We investigate the size-mass relation from the mag-
neticum simulations in Fig. 3e-f. Similar to both eagle+

and horizon-agn the shape and slope of the size-mass re-
lation are in good agreement with the observations, but sim-
ulated magneticum galaxies are on average too large below
log(M?/M�) < 11.5. The spread of the distribution is similar
to the observed sample. We find an excellent agreement be-
tween the magneticum and the MASSIVE sample (i.e., at
log(M?/M�) > 11.5). In Fig. 3f, the median offset between
the effective radius of the simulations versus the observations
is 4.68 kpc versus 2.67 kpc, respectively.

In conclusion, the size-mass relation is qualitatively
well-reproduced by all simulations, but on average simulated
galaxies are too large. We checked whether our conclusion
would change if we use the full GAMA dataset (see Figure
1), rather than the combined IFS sample, but the results
remain the same. The spread in sizes at fixed stellar masses
varies between different simulation, from larger to slightly
smaller as compared to observations.

4.4 Ellipticity-Mass

In Fig. 4 we compare the relation between the observed el-
lipticity and stellar mass. The overall shape of the distri-
bution, where the most massive galaxies become increas-
ingly round, is well-recovered by eagle+, horizon-agn, and
magneticum. For both observations and simulations we find
that above log(M?/M�) ∼ 11 flat galaxies start to disap-
pear. However, above log(M?/M�) > 11.5, galaxies in both
eagle+ and horizon-agn appear to be rounder (median
ε = 0.18,0.17) as compared to the MASSIVE galaxies (me-
dian ε = 0.23), whereas magneticum produces a significant
number of extremely massive galaxies with ε > 0.25). How-
ever, as the ellipticities for MASSIVE galaxies are not de-
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Figure 5. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the stellar velocity dispersion-mass diagram. Symbols are the same as
in Figure 3. While the shape of the eagle+ σ-mass is the same as observation (panel a), the median velocity dispersion is lower: 81.9

km s−1 versus 112.6 km s−1 in the observational data (panel b). The horizon-agn relation has a different coefficient and does not extend

to high-velocity dispersions (panel c). The median velocity dispersion in horizon-agn is lower than in the observations (panel d, 77.0
km s−1 versus 112,6 km s−1 respectively). The shape of the magneticum σ-mass is the same as observations (panel e), but the relation

is offset to lower velocity dispersion (77.2 km s−1 versus 112.6 km s−1 in the observational data panel f).

rived within one effective radius but from a global isophote,
this offset between eagle+ horizon-agn and MASSIVE,
could possibly be attributed to a difference in measuring
technique.

On average, the eagle+ ellipticities are slightly lower
(rounder) than our observed sample. The offset is most pro-
nounced below log(M?/M�) < 11, where there are almost no
galaxies with ε > 0.6. The median ellipticity is ε = 0.24
for eagle+ versus ε = 0.29 in the observed sample. For
horizon-agn the offset is more dramatic, the median el-
lipticity ε = 0.14 which is a factor 2.0 lower than observed.
magneticum is the only simulation that produces flattened
galaxies with ellipticities as high as detected in the obser-
vations (median ε = 0.34). However, the magneticum has
a notable lower number of extremely round galaxies at all
stellar masses.

Lagos et al. (2018b) showed that the missing high-
ellipticity galaxies in eagle was not due to the resolution
of the simulation, as the analysis of the higher resolution
eagle runs did not improve the sampling of the high el-
lipticity range. The authors therefore concluded that this is
a limitation of the ISM model and cooling adopted in ea-
gle. The ISM model includes a temperature floor of 8,000K,
i.e., gas is not allowed to cool below this temperature. This
temperature limit corresponds to a Jeans length of approx-
imately 1kpc physical, and thus, disks cannot be thinner
than this. Our Milky Way and other local disks, however,
display thinner disks with typical scale heights of 300-700pc
(e.g., Kregel et al. 2002; Bland-Hawthorn & Gerhard 2016).
Thus, an important improvement needed in simulations to
reproduce the very high ellipticity galaxies, is to realistically
model the ISM to produce more realistic vertical structure of
disks. Because horizon-agn employs a similar ISM model,
we expect the reasoning above to also apply to this simula-
tion. Nonetheless, it should be noted that horizon-agn has
a slightly lower spatial resolution than eagle+ and that,
due to the method used to compute the hydrodynamics,
this spatial limit represents a sharp scale cut where it is
no longer possible to derive gradients in the gas properties,
at fixed positions. This is also the minimal scale on which
feedback energy and momentum from supernovae and AGN

feedback can be released (usually several times that to dis-
tinguish anisotropic and isotropic modes of AGN feedback
for instance). Such processes therefore limit the formation
of thin, highly rotating discs, including at high stellar mass
in horizon-agn.

4.5 Velocity Dispersion-Mass

We will now include dynamical information in the compar-
ison. The first step is to look at aperture velocity disper-
sions that are also accessible using single fibre spectroscopy.
However, by using IFS observations we have the advantage
that we can precisely define our aperture to match the effec-
tive isophote of the galaxies and thus remove any aperture-
related uncertainties that might arise from a fixed fibre size.
We use a flux-weighted sum of all velocity dispersion mea-
surements within one effective radius:

σe =

∑Nspx

i=0 Fiσi∑Nspx

i=0 Fi
. (2)

Here, the subscript i refers to the position of a spaxel within
the ellipse with semi-major axis Re and ellipticity εe, Fi the
flux of the ith spaxel, σi the velocity dispersion in km s−1.
Not all SAMI and ATLAS3D measurements have coverage
out to one effective radius, and we only include galaxies with
a minimum fill factor of 85 per cent.

Note that this approach differs from a single-fibre ve-
locity dispersion measurement. To match a single-fibre mea-
surement, we first need to sum all spectra within an aperture
and then measure the stellar velocity dispersion from that
spectrum. This single-fibre approach does not take the ve-
locity gradients of a galaxy into account, and is also not
easily reproduced from the simulated data. Hence, we use
Eq. 2 here. We note that using SAMI Galaxy Survey data
we find that velocity dispersion measurements from Eq. 2
are on average 10.8 per cent smaller than the single-fibre
approach σe values. For the MASSIVE survey data the ve-
locity dispersion maps are not available. Instead, we use the
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Figure 6. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the dynamical-stellar mass diagram. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3.

The combination of size and velocity dispersion largely reconciles the discrepancy between observations and simulations that were seen
in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5.

tabulated data from Veale et al. (2017b) that are calculated
in a similar way as described here.

We present the velocity dispersion (σe) - stellar mass
relation in Fig. 5. The observational data show a clear in-
creasing trend between σ and stellar mass, but there is a no-
ticeable turnover around log(M?/M�) ∼ 11.3. This turnover
will be further discussed in the next Section 4.6, where we
compare dynamical and stellar mass estimates.

The shape of the eagle+ data matches the observed
relation well, but the simulated data are lower by 0.15 dex
at fixed stellar mass. At the highest stellar masses, there is
an excellent agreement between the MASSIVE and eagle+

velocity dispersions. From Fig. 5b we find that the width of
the distribution of σe values from the eagle+ simulations is
similar, but slightly more skewed towards lower σe values as
compared to observations (0.18 dex versus 0.16 dex in simu-
lations and observations respectively). At fixed stellar mass,
between 10.4 < log(M?/M�) < 10.6 the scatter in eagle+ is
slightly smaller than observations (0.09 dex versus 0.12 dex,
respectively).

One might naively expect that this offset could be
caused by observational biases due to seeing that are known
to increase the stellar velocity dispersion as the absorption
lines get artificially broadened by the velocity profile of the
galaxy. However, as the SAMI and ATLAS3D data are sim-
ilar, this indicates that seeing is not a likely cause for the
higher velocity dispersions in the data as compared to ob-
servations.

The closest match between horizon-agn and observa-
tions is at low stellar masses, but overall the slope of the
horizon-agn relation is shallower and the velocity disper-
sions are too low (Fig. 5c). Below log(M?/M�) = 10.5 the off-
set is approximately 0.12 dex whereas, at high stellar masses,
the velocity dispersions are too low by 0.23 dex. From Fig. 5d
we also find that the width of the distribution is smaller
in horizon-agn as compared to observations (0.09 dex at
10.4 < log(M?/M�) < 10.6). However, this is due to a differ-
ent slope in the relation from the simulations, and the fact
that horizon-agn has few high-dispersion galaxies.

In Fig. 5e we show the results from the magneticum
simulations. The shape of the magneticum σe-mass rela-
tion matches the observations well. However, the spread in
σe at fixed stellar mass (10.4 < log(M?/M�) < 10.6) is signifi-
cantly smaller as compared to observations (0.05 dex versus

0.12 dex, respectively). Similar to eagle+ and horizon-
agn, the magneticum velocity dispersions are also offset to
lower values as compared to the observed σe-mass relation.
We note that none of the simulations show the strong change
in the slope of the σe-mass relation around a stellar mass of
log(M?/M�) ∼ 11.3.

4.6 Dynamical-Stellar Mass

We now calculate dynamical masses from the size and ve-
locity dispersion measurements using the Virial theorem, to
reconcile the offsets that we found between the observational
and simulated size-mass and σe-mass relations. Secondly, in
the observational data we also noted that at the highest stel-
lar masses, the size-mass relation becomes steeper, whereas
the velocity dispersion-mass relation becomes less steep. As
this turnover coincides with the addition of the MASSIVE
data, one might worry that there are remaining observa-
tional biases between the different samples. To address these
issues, we will now compare dynamical and stellar mass es-
timates.

Dynamical masses are derived from the velocity disper-
sions and circularised effective radius using the following ex-
pression:

Mdyn =
β σ2

e Re,circ

G
. (3)

We use a β(n) = 5 that is commonly used for early-type
only samples (Cappellari et al. 2006). β can also be derived
from an analytic expression as a function of the Sérsic index,
as described by Cappellari et al. (2006), but this is beyond
the scope of the paper. Thus, there is a caveat that the
dynamical mass estimates will be more uncertain for late-
type than early-type galaxies due to the larger rotational
component in late-type galaxies.

In Fig. 6 we compare the observational and simulated
data in the Mdyn−M? plane. First, we note that the large ma-
jority of observational data lie above the one-to-one relation,
but that their offset from this relation increases with increas-
ing stellar mass. This increase can be explained by increasing
non-homology, difference in rotational support, dark matter
fraction, and possibly a varying IMF (e.g., van Dokkum &
Conroy 2010; Cappellari et al. 2012). While the exact nature
of this offset is beyond the scope of this paper, we do note
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Figure 7. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the stellar mass-V /σ diagram. Symbol are the same as in Figure 3. There

is a remarkably good match between eagle+ and the simulations for (V /σ)e both as a function of stellar mass and overall distribution.
While the trend with stellar mass is correct for horizon-agn, the (V /σ)e values too low at all stellar mass except log(M?/M� ) > 11.5.

magneticum galaxies shows a stronger decline with increasing stellar mass as compared to observations, and the overall (V /σ)e values

are lower except at the highest stellar masses.

that there is no sudden change in the Mdyn − M? relation
around a stellar mass of log(M?/M�) ∼ 11.3. By compar-
ing dynamical and stellar masses we can now conclude that
there are no measurement biases in Re and σe from the dif-
ference observational samples. Instead, above a stellar mass
of log(M?/M�) ∼ 11.3, massive-round slow rotating galaxies
formed by dry-major mergers start to dominate the galaxy
population (for a recent review on this topic see Cappellari
2016, but also Robotham et al. 2014).

The combination of size and velocity dispersion also
largely reconciles the discrepancy between observations and
simulations. This is important to note, as we will continue
to compare both the rotational and random motions of stars
in the next section. eagle+ shows the largest spread in the
Mdyn − M? relation (Fig. 6a), which is unsurprising as this
simulation also showed the largest spread in the size-mass
and σe-mass relation. The distribution of dynamical masses
in Fig. 6b,d,f is lower by approximately −0.1dex in the sim-
ulations as compared to observations. While the exact cause
for this offset is unclear, as mentioned above, there are many
factors that could contribute to this relatively minor offset.

4.7 V/σ-Mass

In the following section we will look at the (V/σ)e measure-
ments. V/σ describes the average ratio of the velocity and
velocity dispersion within one effective radius. We adopt the
following definition by Cappellari et al. (2007):

(
V
σ

)2
≡
〈V2〉

〈σ2〉
=

∑Nspx

i=0 FiV2
i∑Nspx

i=0 Fiσ2
i

. (4)

Here, the subscript i refers to the position of a spaxel within
the ellipse, Fi the flux of the ith spaxel, Vi is the stellar
velocity in km s−1, σi the velocity dispersion in km s−1.
For the SAMI Galaxy Survey data, we use the unbinned
flux, velocity, and velocity dispersion maps as described in
Section 2.1.2. We take the sum over all spaxels Nspx that
meet the quality cut Q1 and Q2 (Section 2.1.2) within an
ellipse with semi-major axis Re and axis ratio b/a. For the
ATLAS3D data, the unbinned flux maps are combined with

the Voronoi binned stellar kinematic data as described in
Section 2.2. The approach for CALIFA data is similar to
ATLAS3D with the exception of the flux maps that are also
Voronoi binned. The kinematic maps for the MASSIVE sur-
vey are not publicly available. Instead we convert the spin-
proxy measurements λRe to V/σ values using Eq. 3 from van
de Sande et al. (2017a) assuming κ = 1.06. Note that these
measurement are obtained within circularised apertures, but
as most MASSIVE galaxies are round with little rotation,
the impact of this choice is relatively small. For the sim-
ulated eagle+, horizon-agn, and magneticum data, the
approach for measuring (V/σ)e is identical to that of the
SAMI Galaxy Survey data.

Not all SAMI and ATLAS3D measurements have cover-
age out to one effective radius. For all galaxies where the fill
factor of good spaxels within one effective radius is less than
95 percent, we apply an aperture correction as outlined in
van de Sande et al. (2017a). A total of 266 SAMI galaxies
are aperture corrected (17 percent), 136 for ATLAS3D (56
percent), 21 for CALIFA (8 percent), but none for MAS-
SIVE.

We present all (V/σ)e measurements in Fig. 7. First, we
comment on the variation in (V/σ)e between the different
observational surveys. While the ATLAS3D and SAMI dis-
tribution show an excellent agreement, with slightly more
high (V/σ)e late-type galaxies in SAMI, the clear outlier to-
wards high (V/σ)e is CALIFA. As mentioned in Section 2.3,
the isophotal diameter selection of CALIFA creates a bias
towards edge-on galaxies, an effect which is also clearly vis-
ible in (V/σ)e. Due to it’s high stellar mass, the MASSIVE
sample contains the largest amount of slow-rotating galaxies
with low (V/σ)e.

There is an excellent match between the observed
(V/σ)e measurements and the eagle+ simulations (Fig. 7a-
b), whereas horizon-agn galaxies on average have too low
(V/σ)e values (Fig. 7c-d). In particular there are almost no
galaxies that have (V/σ)e > 0.7. Note that pure disks typ-
ically have (V/σ)e > 0.8, and thus appear not be produced
in the horizon-agn simulations. The median (V/σ)e values
of magneticum galaxies are lower as compared to obser-
vations, but in between the range covered by eagle+ and
horizon-agn.
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Figure 8. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the V /σ-ε diagram. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3. The magenta

line shows the theoretical prediction for an edge-on view of axisymmetric galaxies. On the line, from the bottom up, the open circles
correspond to the locations of galaxies with different intrinsic ellipticities εintr=0.2-0.9 (see Cappellari et al. 2007; Emsellem et al. 2011).

Galaxies that are observed under different viewing angles follow a downward line from edge-on (magenta line) to face-on (towards zero

ellipticity). As compared to observations, the shape of the distribution of eagle+ data is steeper, that is few simulated galaxies with
εe > 0.6 and (V /σ)e > 0.5 exist. For horizon-agn the shape of the distribution appears to be correct, but both εe and (V /σ)e are

significantly lower as compared to observations. The magneticum data closely matches the shape of the observed distribution but at
fixed εe galaxies with high (V /σ)e are missing.

All simulations reproduce the observed trend with
stellar mass, albeit with small differences. eagle+ and
horizon-agn show a moderate increase in (V/σ)e from
log(M?/M�) = 9.5 to log(M?/M�) = 10.75, with a strong
decline in (V/σ)e at log(M?/M�) > 10.75, whereas mag-
neticum galaxies have lower (V/σ)e with increasing stel-
lar mass across the entire mass range. At the highest stel-
lar masses (log(M?/M�) > 11.5), we find that the major-
ity of MASSIVE galaxies are slow rotators with (V/σ)e <

0.2 (median (V/σ)e=0.07). In comparison, eagle+ galaxies
at the same stellar mass have a considerably higher spin
with a median (V/σ)e=0.20, and there are several galaxies
with (V/σ)e > 0.5. This was also noticed by Lagos et al.
(2018b) who showed that the higher spins in the most mas-
sive galaxies are due to AGN feedback being insufficient
to quench star formation in the central galaxies of halos
with masses & 1014 M� to the levels observed in brightest
cluster galaxies. These galaxies end up having two times
too much stellar mass and SFRs compared to observations.
horizon-agn galaxies at this mass range show more consis-
tent values of (V/σ)e as compared to the observations (me-
dian (V/σ)e=0.11), whereas magneticum has higher values
and is more similar to eagle+ (median (V/σ)e=0.21) above
log(M?/M�) > 11.5.

4.8 V/σ-Ellipticity

In Fig. 8 we combine the ellipticity and (V/σ)e measure-
ments, which allows us to study the dynamical properties of
galaxies in relation to their intrinsic shape and inclination
(see e.g., Binney 2005; Cappellari et al. 2007). It is common
practise to show tracks of different inclination and intrinsic
ellipticity for oblate axisymetric rotators, however, to avoid
over-crowding of data within the figures we only show model
tracks for galaxies observed edge-on with varying intrinsic
ellipticity (magenta-line).

We previously found that the eagle+ galaxies are on
average rounder, but with a similar distribution in (V/σ)e.
From Fig. 8a-c we conclude that the (V/σ)e-εe relation is
steeper as compared to the observations; there are almost
no simulated galaxies with εe > 0.6 and (V/σ)e > 0.5. The
eagle+ simulations recover the right ratio of velocity versus
velocity dispersion, yet at fixed V/σ galaxies are too round.
Before, we also showed that the aperture velocity dispersions
from the simulations were slightly too low (Fig. 5). However,
as the effective radii were also too large, the fact that the
V/σ values are correct here, does not directly imply that
the average rotational velocities are too high. Whereas the
shape of the horizon-agn relation resembles the observa-
tional trend, we find that galaxies are both too round with
too low V/σ (Fig. 8d-f). Interestingly, we find a slow rotat-
ing horizontal band of galaxies with (V/σ)e < 0.15 where the
ellipticity extent almost out to εe = 0.4 that is very similar
to the data from the MASSIVE Survey but to a lesser extent
in the other surveys. This region of the V/σ − ε diagram is
typically occupied with galaxies that are triaxial in shape.
In Fig. 8g-i we find that galaxies in the magneticum closely
match the observational data and the predictions for oblate
axisymetric rotators (magenta line), while also recovering
the region assigned to slow rotators. However, at fixed ellip-
ticity, galaxies with high (V/σ)e values are absent, causing
the overall distribution of (V/σ)e to be lower than observa-
tions.

4.9 Age-Mass

For the second-last set of comparisons we switch to looking
at stellar population properties, but limit ourselves to stel-
lar population age. This is partly motivated by the recent
SAMI Galaxy Survey result that intrinsic ellipticity and stel-
lar age are correlated, independent of stellar mass or mor-
phology (van de Sande et al. 2018). These next two sections
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Figure 9. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the age-mass diagram. Symbols are the same as in Figure 3. For all

three simulations we find a weak trend with stellar mass, where lower mass galaxies are younger. However, the median age for eagle+

and magneticum is significantly higher as compared to observations. We find a large observed spread in age, whereas both eagle+

and magneticum have a small spread in stellar population age. While horizon-agn also shows a smaller spread in age as compared to

observations, it is considerably more consistent as compared to the other two simulations.

are therefore devoted to investigating whether this same re-
lation exists within the simulations.

In Fig. 9 we first present stellar population age as a
function of stellar mass. The SAMI and CALIFA sample
have a large spread in age −0.2 < log Age[Gyr] < 1.2, mostly
due to the variety in morphologies from late-spirals to el-
lipticals. ATLAS3D galaxies on average have older stellar
populations, which is not surprising given that the sample
consists of early-type galaxies only.

In all three simulations there is a mild trend with stel-
lar mass; on average galaxies are younger at lower stellar
mass. In the eagle+ simulations we find no young galaxies
with ages below log Age < 0.4 (∼ 2.5 Gyr), and the spread of
the age distribution is also significantly smaller. This could
possibly be a consequence of eagle having a consistently
higher fraction of passive low-mass satellite galaxies as com-
pared to observations (Y. Bahé et al., in prep). The median
observed log stellar age is 4.36 Gyr, whereas we find median
age of 8.96 Gyr in eagle+. The median age of horizon-agn
is nearly identical to the observations, but similar to eagle+

we find a smaller spread in the age distribution. The age dis-
tribution of magneticum is very similar to eagle+ albeit
with a few more young galaxies. However, the mismatch of
magneticum ages with the observations is large (median
age 9.25 Gyr).

There is a caveat that the observed luminosity-weighted
SSP-equivalent ages are likely to be biased to young ages
for all galaxies that have experienced recent star forma-
tion. While both observed and simulated ages are luminos-
ity weighted, we expect the spectral modelling and choice
of stellar population model to have a relatively large impact
(e.g., Sánchez et al. 2016a). We note that the observed stel-
lar ages scatter well above the age of the Universe, which
we regard as a caution to not over-interpret these results. In
addition, no extinction effects were included in the r-band
luminosity weighting in the simulations.

4.10 Intrinsic Ellipticity - Age

For the final comparison, we explore the relation between
the intrinsic ellipticity or edge-on ellipticity of galaxies and
their mean stellar population age. In van de Sande et al.

(2018), we showed that the characteristic stellar age follows
the intrinsic ellipticity of galaxies remarkably well. As the
shape and kinematic properties of the galaxies change from
dynamically cold, and intrinsically flat into dynamically-
hotter, pressure-supported, thicker, oblate spheroids, we find
that the mean age of the stellar population increases. This
trend is still observed when galaxies are separated in bins of
low and high-stellar mass, or early-type and late-type.

We repeat the analysis of van de Sande et al. (2018)
with the full sample, with the exception of MASSIVE galax-
ies for which we do not have stellar age measurements. For
details on the technique to derive intrinsic ellipticities we
refer to their work, but we highlight the main assumptions
here. First, we assume that all galaxies are axisymmetric,
and mildly anisotropic: βz = 0.6±0.1× ε intr (Cappellari et al.
2007) where βz is the anisotropy and ε intr is the intrinsic
ellipticity. Secondly, any galaxy that falls below the ma-
genta line in Fig. 8 is excluded from the sample because
they are outside the model range. These are typically the
galaxies with the oldest stellar populations. Third, near-
perfectly round galaxies (εe < 0.025) are also excluded, be-
cause the model predictions are highly degenerate and the
relative measurement uncertainties on εe are large.

In the simulations we do not have to rely on any of the
de-projection assumptions for deriving intrinsic ellipticities.
Instead, we can use the edge-on projection of all galaxies and
measure the intrinsic ellipticity from those. Here, the edge-
on projection angle is computed using the total stellar angu-
lar momentum of all stellar particles in the galaxy. Similar to
the observed sample, we exclude all eagle+, horizon-agn,
and magneticum galaxies below the magenta line in Fig. 8
so that both simulated and observed samples are selected in
the same way.

We note that we could have derived ε intr using an iden-
tical method that is used for the observations. However, we
already concluded in Section 4.8 that the simulated data oc-
cupy different regions of the V/σ− ε diagram as compared to
observations. The observed intrinsic ellipticity distribution
derived from (V/σ)e and εe is similar to intrinsic ellipticity
distributions derived from inverting the distributions of ap-
parent ellipticities and kinematic misalignments (Weijmans
et al. 2014; Foster et al. 2017). However, as the simulated
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Figure 10. Comparison of simulated and observational data in the age-intrinsic ellipticity diagram. Symbols are the same as in Figure
3. The intrinsic ellipticities from the simulations are derived from the edge-on projection of galaxies, whereas the observational intrinsic

ellipticities have been derived using theoretical model predictions of axisymmetric oblate rotators. The trend where younger galaxies

are also more flattened is poorly recovered in eagle+, slightly more pronounced in horizon-agn, but clearly detected in magneticum.
However, at fixed intrinsic ellipticity, all simulations show offsets in age. In both eagle+ and horizon-agn there is a deficit of flattened

galaxies with εintr > 0.7, while magneticum galaxies extend to εintr ∼ 0.7.

data does not overlap with the observations presented here
in either V/σ or ε , using the same approach will not result in
accurate intrinsic ellipticity. Therefore, we use the edge-on
projection in the simulations to estimate intrinsic elliptici-
ties.

In Fig. 10 we show the relation between age and in-
trinsic ellipticity from observations and simulations. There
is a good agreement between the SAMI, ATLAS3D and the
CALIFA trends, but as expected the CALIFA sample con-
tains more galaxies with intrinsic ellipticity that are highly
flattened. We find that the shape of the eagle+ age-intrinsic
ellipticity distribution is mildly consistent with the observa-
tions, although the eagle+ distribution is offset to older
ages. The distribution from the eagle+ simulations is also
not as extended as the observed relation (median ε intr of
0.37 and 0.67 for eagle+ and observation, respectively), and
the scatter in age is also considerably smaller. The regime
where the observational ages significantly start to decrease
at ε intr > 0.6 is not covered by eagle+ thus we cannot con-
clude whether there is a trend between age and intrinsic
ellipticity. horizon-agn galaxies show a qualitatively con-
sistent trend with the observations where younger galaxies
are more flattened (lower ε intr). Yet, while horizon-agn has
relatively young stellar ages, the galaxies are surprisingly
round (median ε intr of 0.35). We do find a clear trend be-
tween age and ε intr in the magneticum simulations, albeit
with an offset towards older ages. magneticum galaxies ex-
tend significantly beyond both eagle+ and horizon-agn
in terms of intrinsic ellipticity. Flattened galaxies with high
intrinsic ellipticity (ε intr > 0.7) that are abundant in the ob-
served samples are only seen in magneticum, but the over-
all ε intr distribution in magneticum is offset to lower values
(median ε intr of 0.53).

Naively, some of the discrepancies can be understood
by the simple lack of high ellipticity galaxies or from the
lack of galaxies with young stellar ages. In the first scenario
one would expect that future simulations in which high el-
lipticity galaxies exist, would naturally extend the relations

seen here for eagle+ and horizon-agn to the high elliptic-
ity population. However, this may not be so simple, as the
changes needed to reproduce the vertical structure of disks,
and therefore the high-ellipticity galaxies, are major (i.e.,
higher resolution, more realistic ISM models, and a corre-
sponding stellar feedback that acts on smaller scales). Thus,
it is not guaranteed that the properties of the rounder, mas-
sive ellipticals and lenticulars - that the current generation
of simulations reproduce well - will still be reproduced by
the next generation of simulations.

5 PREVIOUS COMPARISON STUDIES

We have now compared seven different structural, dynam-
ical, and stellar population parameters from observations
and mass-matched simulations at z < 0.1. Before summaris-
ing our findings and discussing their implications, here we
first briefly review the literature from the last decade and
then review previous work that used the same simulations
in comparison to observations.

5.1 Results from Simulations in the Last Decade

The last decade has seen significant progress in the area
of cosmological hydrodynamical simulations, with the first
large cosmological volumes, with high enough resolution to
study the internal structure of galaxies being possible (e.g.,
Devriendt et al. 2010; Dubois et al. 2014; Vogelsberger et al.
2014; Schaye et al. 2015; Pillepich et al. 2018). These simula-
tions have been designed to overcome the problem of catas-
trophic loss of angular momentum and over-cooling problem
that was observed in simulations prior to 2010 (Steinmetz &
Navarro 1999; Navarro & Steinmetz 2000). The catastrophic
loss of angular momentum problem refers generally to the is-
sue of simulated galaxies being too compact and having too
low specific angular momentum, which affected Smoothed
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Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) codes mostly (e.g., GAD-
GET, Springel et al. 2001). This problem that was mainly
solved by implementing angular momentum conserving SPH
schemes. On the other hand, Adaptive Mesh Refinement
(AMR) codes (e.g., RAMSES, Teyssier 2002) did not suffer
from the same angular momentum problem, but only from
the over-cooling problem (Lackner et al. 2012; Dubois et al.
2013). In AMR, massive galaxies tended to be too large and
have prominent disks, in contradiction with the observations
of massive galaxies. Thus, in general both SPH and AMR
codes generated galaxies were too massive compared to ob-
servations due to the efficient cooling and star formation,
and in addition too compact in the case of SPH. The angu-
lar momentum catastrophe and over-cooling problem were
solved by a combination of improved spatial resolution and
numerical techniques of the simulations and the inclusion of
efficient feedback (e.g., Kaufmann et al. 2007; Zavala et al.
2008; Governato et al. 2010; Guedes et al. 2011; DeFelippis
et al. 2017).

Feedback was necessary to prevent large amounts of gas
from cooling onto the galaxies and therefore fuelling star for-
mation, to avoid the build-up of stellar mass in the centres
of galaxies, and for removing low angular momentum gas
from galaxies. For example, Remus et al. (2017) showed that
the properties of early-type galaxies can only be reproduced
with AGN. Without AGN, early-type galaxies are too com-
pact with dark matter fractions that are too low. Because of
the catastrophic angular momentum problem, the compari-
son of kinematic measurements of galaxies and simulations
was mostly done in a qualitative manner, or in idealised sim-
ulations tackling specific physical processes (such as galaxy
mergers; e.g., Cox et al. 2006; Taranu et al. 2013; Naab et al.
2014).

There has been a considerable amount of work over
the last years comparing the specific angular momentum of
galaxies with observations of late- and early-type galaxies in
the local Universe (e.g., Pedrosa & Tissera 2015; Teklu et al.
2015; Genel et al. 2015; Zavala et al. 2016; Lagos et al. 2017;
Wang et al. 2018), whereas other studies compare λR , the
proxy for the stellar spin parameter, from observations in
early-type galaxies (Emsellem et al. 2007, 2011) with sim-
ulations (e.g., Naab et al. 2014; Penoyre et al. 2017; Choi
& Yi 2017; Lagos et al. 2018b; Schulze et al. 2018). Some
comparisons between observations and simulations have also
been presented for galaxies at high redshift (Swinbank et al.
2017). All this work has shown that simulations are now
getting close to reproducing observations, with disks typi-
cally having high spin and high specific angular momentum,
whereas bulges have ≈ 5 − 8 times less specific angular mo-
mentum at fixed stellar mass.

5.2 Comparing Observations and Simulations
with EAGLE, HORIZON-AGN, and
MAGNETICUM

We now review previous work that used eagle, horizon-
agn, or magneticum, for a comparison to observations. The
size-mass relation for eagle is presented in Schaye et al.
(2015), where the simulations are compared to SDSS results
from Shen et al. (2003) for disk-like galaxies, i.e., where Sér-
sic n < 2.5. The agreement they find is excellent, albeit by
construction, as the models that produced galaxies that were

too small were rejected (Crain et al. 2015). This calibration
was derived by using the size-mass relation of star-forming
galaxies. The difference between their models and obser-
vations is . 0.1 dex over the full stellar mass range. The
size-mass relation in eagle is also studied in Furlong et al.
(2017), at different redshifts and separating star-forming and
passive galaxies. They too find a good agreement to the Shen
et al. (2003) results. We note that Furlong et al. (2017) apply
a constant factor of 1.4 to convert the Shen et al. (2003) cir-
cularised radii to semi-major axis values of both star forming
and passive galaxies. They find systematically larger radii
(∼ 0.2 dex) as compared to Schaye et al. (2015), but this
mismatch in radii is attributed to different measuring tech-
niques. Nonetheless, Furlong et al. (2017) conclude that the
eagle size-mass relation shows an excellent agreement with
observations.

Instead of using the Shen et al. (2003) size-mass re-
lations, Lange et al. (2016) use reprocessed SDSS imaging
as part of the GAMA Survey as their observational refer-
ence. They find an excellent agreement of spheroidal galax-
ies down to log(M?/M�) ∼ 10, but below this mass eagle
galaxies are too large. Disk galaxy sizes are found to be
larger in the GAMA data. This is partly because disk-only
components are derived for GAMA data (from bulge/disk
decomposition), which are then compared with global sizes
from eagle.

In general, the main conclusions from these papers are
slightly different to the results presented here; we find that
the size-mass from eagle is offset to larger sizes as com-
pared to the observational data. An important caveat here
is that previous work used observational data with optical
luminosity effective radii, while for eagle stellar mass half-
mass radii were used. This can lead to a systematic offsets
when one compares half-light versus half-mass radii, as half-
light radii tend to be larger than the stellar mass-based ones
(see Appendix A). Thus, a significant improvement for fu-
ture simulations is to make more realistic comparisons with
the measured sizes of galaxies by taking into account the
way they have been measured.

The horizon-agn size-mass relation is compared to ob-
servational results in Dubois et al. (2016). Their conclusion
is that the sizes at z = 0.25 are in good agreement with obser-
vational results from van der Wel et al. (2014), who use deep
Hubble Space Telescope data to investigate the size-mass evo-
lution of galaxies. For early-type galaxies, the horizon-agn
size-mass relation is higher in size by ∼ 0.2 dex as compared
to late-type galaxies at a stellar mass of log(M?/M� ) < 11.
This is inconsistent with the observational result from van
der Wel et al. (2014), and with the results presented here.
While we do not split the sample into late- and early-type,
we find that horizon-agn galaxies are on average too large
at all stellar masses as compared at z < 0.1, which appears
to be in contrast with the results from Dubois et al. (2016).
The most likely reason for late-type and early-type to have
a lower size-mass relation in Dubois et al. (2016) is because
the effective radii are mass-weighted quantities and not r-
band luminosity weighted. As luminosity weighting typically
increases the sizes of late-type galaxies more than early-type
galaxies, this could explain the apparent inconsistency.

Remus et al. (2017) compare the magneticum size-
mass relation for early-type galaxies to results from SDSS
(Shen et al. 2003) and GAMA (Baldry et al. 2012) and find
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that AGN feedback is essential to establish the observed
size-mass relations. Schulze et al. (2018) also investigate the
magneticum size-mass relation, but now for both early-type
and late-type galaxies to observations from ATLAS3D, CAL-
IFA, SLUGGS (Forbes et al. 2017), and GAMA (Baldry
et al. 2012; Lange et al. 2015). Note that both Remus
et al. (2017) and Schulze et al. (2018) use mass-weighted
radii from magneticum in the comparison but luminosity-
weighted sizes from observations. Schulze et al. (2018) con-
clude that the simulated magneticum sizes are consistent
with GAMA observations, but that they are larger than the
sizes from IFS observations. This is contradictory to our
results. When using luminosity-weighted radii and a mass-
matched sample, we find that at fixed stellar mass, mag-
neticum sizes are overestimated. Similar as for the previ-
ous eagle comparisons, this can be attributed to the fact
that luminosity-weighted sizes on average are larger than
mass-weighted sizes (see Appendix A).

The dynamical properties of simulated galaxies in ea-
gle, horizon-agn, and magneticum have been studied in
several papers. Chisari et al. (2015) use horizon-agn and
present stellar rotational properties of galaxies as a function
of stellar mass. As their definition of V/σ is different from the
commonly used definition used in observations, their results
were not compared to observations. Instead of measuring ve-
locity and velocity dispersion from an LOSVD, V and σ are
derived from decomposing the spin properties, i.e., the total
angular momentum, of individual star particles. Thus V/σ
is an average derived property using all individual star par-
ticles. The trend in V/σ with stellar mass is similar as found
here, but due to the different definition of V/σ we can only
make a qualitative comparison.

Using the same data, Dubois et al. (2016) investi-
gate the impact of AGN on the V/σ measurements and
find that without AGN feedback their simulation produces
too many fast-rotating galaxies above a stellar mass of
log(M?/M� )>10.5. Choi et al. (2018) also use the horizon-
agn simulations with an approach similar to ours, i.e., they
extract galaxy parameters from the simulations with mea-
suring techniques that closely match observations. They use
the spin parameter proxy λR , which is nearly identical to
V/σ, and investigate the evolution of early-type galaxies.
Similar to our results, they find that the majority of galaxies
in horizon-agn have low spin (λRe . 0.3) and are rounder
(ε < 0.2) as compared to observed samples. Nonetheless,
they successfully recover the observed trend that the most
massive galaxies have the lowest spin.

magneticum early-type galaxies are compared to
SAMI, ATLAS3D, CALIFA, and SLUGGS in the λRe − ε

plane in Schulze et al. (2018). Their analysis also includes a
cumulative distribution comparison. They conclude that 70
percent of their galaxies are classified as fast-rotators and
30 percent as slow-rotators using the Emsellem et al. (2011)
criterion. While the number of fast-rotators is lower as com-
pared to ATLAS3D (86 percent, Emsellem et al. 2011), these
numbers are qualitatively similar to what we find here.
When comparing (V/σ)e from magneticum to the full ob-
served sample, without a cut in morphology, we find that the
magneticum galaxies have moderately lower (V/σ)e values.

The dynamical properties of galaxies in the eagle sim-
ulations are studied by Lagos et al. (2017, 2018a,b). They
find an excellent match between the specific angular mo-

mentum of galaxies ( j?) in eagle, ATLAS3D, and SAMI as
presented in Cortese et al. (2016). Using both eagle and
hydrangea, Lagos et al. (2018b) focus on the impact of
galaxy mass and environment on the spin-down of galaxies
using the spin parameter proxy. When comparing observa-
tions and simulations in the λRe -εe plane, they find similar
results as presented here. Because the focus in Lagos et al.
(2018b) was placed on massive, slowly rotating galaxies, our
comparison here extends to significantly higher spin param-
eter values and high ellipticity galaxies.

The comparisons presented here of ellipticity, velocity
dispersions, and age, have not been analysed in this much
detail before. Thus we have the ability to unveil new and
important shortcomings of the simulations. Ellipticity has
been explored in combination with V/σ and λR (e.g., Naab
et al. 2014; Penoyre et al. 2017; Choi et al. 2018; Lagos et al.
2018b; Schulze et al. 2018), but here we have taken an addi-
tional step of comparing ellipticity distributions using mass-
matched samples. The offset towards thicker disks in eagle
was also noticed by Trayford et al. (2017) who found that the
optical extinction is much smaller than observed for edge-on
galaxies, but consistent for face-on objects. Their interpreta-
tion was that eagle disks are too thick. Stellar ages are a key
aspect where we can advance our understanding of galaxy
formation by informing the upcoming simulations of areas in
which more development is needed. There have been several
papers looking at stellar population properties in simula-
tions, in particular colour (e.g., Trayford et al. 2015; Correa
et al. 2017). These results show that the colour of simulated
galaxies match the observed loci of the blue-cloud and red-
sequence, though not the width of the colour distributions.
This agreement may be inconsistent with our findings that
the average age of low-redshift eagle galaxies is too high.
However, colours and ages, though correlated, are not equiv-
alent to each other and therefore the discrepancies here may
come from additional effects, such as metallicity, dust, or
systematic differences in the way ages and environments are
measured in the simulation versus observations.

Our work pushes the boundaries of the comparisons
done to date in the sense that we explore a very wide range
of galaxy properties. Simultaneously, we take special care in
the way we are calculating all galaxy properties to mimic
the observations. The detail in which we compare to simula-
tions, both qualitative and quantitative, and using both the
median and the spread of the distributions, is also unprece-
dented. This has been largely feasible because simulations
are now able to predict galaxy properties that match better
with observations than ever before.

6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

This study presents a detailed comparison of multiple galaxy
properties from simulations and IFS observations using as
close to identical measurement techniques as possible. We
compare results from the eagle, hydrangea, horizon-
agn, and magneticum simulation projects to observational
results from the SAMI Galaxy Survey, CALIFA, ATLAS3D

and MASSIVE Surveys. The main goal of this work is to
take advantage of the recent wealth of 2D IFS data and
compare these to cosmological simulations, with the aim of
identifying key areas of success and tension. By investigat-
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ing whether simulations simultaneously reproduce the struc-
tural, resolved dynamical and stellar population properties
of galaxies, any area of tension will inform us where the sim-
ulations require revision. Furthermore, the advantage of us-
ing more than one cosmological hydrodynamical simulation
allows us to compare the results from different simulations
with each other.

Our measurements from the simulations closely match
the observational techniques. In particular for the dynam-
ical measurements, this involves constructing line-of-sight
velocity distributions, from which the velocity and velocity
dispersion were extracted. We combine four different IFS
surveys to create a more homogeneous observational sam-
ple where individual survey biases are lessened. A mass-
matching technique is used to remove the difference between
the observed and simulated stellar mass function. With this
method, we sample the same fraction of galaxies from both
observations and simulations as a function of stellar mass.

For the eagle and hydrangea simulations, here com-
bined and referred to as eagle+, we find a good match with
the observations in the size-mass plane, although there is
an offset to larger effective radii. The trend of observed
ellipticity with stellar mass is in good agreement, but the
thinnest/flattest galaxies are not present in the simulations.
At fixed stellar mass, the aperture velocity dispersions are
too low. Yet when we combine size and velocity dispersions
into dynamical masses, and compare these to stellar masses,
there is an excellent agreement with observations. The ra-
tio of velocity and velocity dispersion V/σ match remark-
ably well with observations. However, not all regions of the
V/σ-εe space that are covered by observations are matched
by eagle+. The median stellar age of galaxies in eagle is
higher than in observations, and galaxies with young stel-
lar populations are absent. We do not recover the recently
discovered observational trend between intrinsic ellipticity
and age in eagle+. This is can be attributed to the fact
that both young and intrinsically flat galaxies are missing,
thus we cannot conclude whether a relation between intrin-
sic ellipticity and age exists in eagle+. We find the best
match between observations and the eagle+ simulations in
the low to mid stellar mass regime below log(M?/M�) < 11.
At higher stellar masses, eagle+ galaxies tend to retain or
build-up too much spin.

The horizon-agn simulations provide a qualitatively
decent match to the observations, i.e., many of the trends
with stellar mass are recovered. Quantitatively, there are
several parameters where the median is significantly lower
or higher, or where the range in horizon-agn is smaller as
compared to observations. While the size-mass relation has
the right slope and scatter, we find that simulated galax-
ies are offset towards larger size. As a function of stellar
mass, galaxies in horizon-agn become rounder, but the
median ellipticity is too low at all stellar masses, except
above log(M?/M�) > 11.5. Aperture velocity dispersions are
too low as compared to observations, and the slope of the
σ-mass relation is slightly too shallow. When comparing dy-
namical masses to stellar masses we find trends similar to ob-
servations, but with less scatter at fixed stellar mass. At the
highest stellar mass galaxies (log(M?/M�) > 11.3), we find a
good match between the ratio of velocity and velocity disper-
sion V/σ. For galaxies with stellar mass log(M?/M�) < 11,
fast-rotating galaxies with (V/σ)e > 0.75 appear to be ab-

sent. horizon-agn recovers the (V/σ)e-εe relation across the
range that it resolves, but a large fraction of the (V/σ)e-εe
space covered by observations is not occupied by horizon-
agn galaxies. We find an excellent match in the median age
of galaxies, but the spread in age is smaller in the simula-
tions. We recover a weak trend between intrinsic ellipticity
and age in horizon-agn, but for a given stellar age, we find
that horizon-agn have intrinsic ellipticity that are too low
as compared to observations. The best match between ob-
servations and simulation is observed at high-stellar masses
(log(M?/M�) > 11.3). At all other masses galaxies are typi-
cally too big, too round, with values of (V/σ)e that are too
low.

For the magneticum simulations, we find a good qual-
itative and quantitative match for many of the trends with
stellar mass and (intrinsic) ellipticity. A complication in all
the comparisons of the magneticum data with observa-
tions is the relatively small volume of the cosmological box.
Nonetheless, the size-mass relation is well reproduced, al-
though the median size of galaxies below log(M?/M�) < 11.5
is too large. Flat observed galaxies (high ε) are produced in
magneticum, but there is a deficit of extremely round galax-
ies. Galaxies decrease in ε with increasing stellar mass, but
the onset of this decline appears to at lower stellar mass as
compared to observations. Velocity dispersions are too low at
all stellar masses, but dynamical mass estimates agree well
with observations. V/σ measurements in magneticum are
moderately too low at fixed stellar mass and the declining
trend of V/σ with stellar mass starts at lower stellar mass as
compared to observations. We find a good match in (V/σ)e-
εe space, i.e., the simulated galaxies follow the same trend as
the observations, whilst also producing slow-rotating galax-
ies. However, at fixed ellipticity high (V/σ)e galaxies values
are missing, and the overall distribution of (V/σ)e is lower
as compared to observations, i.e., the relative number of fast
spinning galaxies is still too low. The derived mean stellar
age in magneticum is always higher than the observed age
distribution. We find a clear confirmation of the relation
between age and intrinsic ellipticity in magneticum albeit
with an offset towards older ages. We find the best match be-
tween observations and the magneticum simulations in the
mid-to-high stellar mass regime above log(M?/M�) > 10.75.
While there is not a strong trend between how well the sim-
ulations match the observations and stellar mass, it is clear
that higher particle resolution is needed to test magneticum
predictions at low stellar mass.

The implications of these results can be separated into
two stellar mass regimes. Without comparing simulations
to each other, we find that the eagle+ simulations repro-
duce several of the relations at low and intermediate stellar
masses (log(M?/M�) < 11) better than at high stellar mass.
The horizon-agn simulations reproduce the properties of
the most massive galaxies (log(M?/M�) > 11.3) consider-
ably better as compared to low-mass horizon-agn galax-
ies. Similarly, magneticum also appears to perform better
at high-stellar mass than low stellar mass.

As shown in Dubois et al. (2016), the biggest impact
of their two-mode AGN-feedback in horizon-agn is at the
massive end of the galaxy mass function. In eagle the treat-
ment of AGN feedback is implemented in a different way,
but given that the most massive galaxies typically retain
too much spin, this suggests that the feedback is not effec-
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tive enough. This agrees with the fact that eagle+ galaxies
in clusters are about a factor of 2 too massive and have star
formation rates that are higher than observed in brightest
cluster galaxies (Bahé et al. 2017; Barnes et al. 2017). In La-
gos et al. (2018b) this was seen as the fraction of slow rota-
tors being too low at the highest stellar masses compared to
observations. In horizon-agn, at log(M?/M�) < 11, where
AGN feedback is less dominant, the simulations do not pro-
vide a good quantitative match to the observations.

Cosmological hydrodynamical simulations are rich tools
to disentangle the relative importance of the physical pro-
cesses involved in galaxy formation and evolution. The com-
parison with IFS measurements has shown that some fun-
damental parameters that describe a galaxy are not well re-
produced in simulations. Moreover, the areas of discrepancy
and agreement are different in the various simulations. Thus,
there are a number of caveats which concern the validity of
using these mismatching parameters to study the evolution
of galaxies. Our comparison has highlighted several areas
where the simulations might be improved, among which are
the limiting particle resolution and the ISM model.

Based on our results, we consider the next major chal-
lenge for cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of galaxy
formation is to produce Milky Way analogue galaxies that
have both dynamically and chemically distinct thick and
thin disks (e.g., Navarro et al. 2018). In this task, it will be
essential to reproduce realistic vertical structure in galaxy
disks. The next major observational step will be to gather
larger statistical samples of resolved stellar kinematic mea-
surements (e.g., Hector, Bryant et al. 2016) and to go beyond
z ∼ 0.1. With ever growing IFS surveys on galaxies near and
far, the next generation of simulations will have even better
samples to which to calibrate.
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APPENDIX A: LUMINOSITY AND MASS
WEIGHTED QUANTITIES

To provide the best-match between the simulations and IFS
observations, in this paper all mock-observations are lumi-
nosity weighted. In this appendix, we study the impact of us-
ing r-band luminosity-weighted versus stellar mass-weighted
quantities. In Fig. 1-2 we compare these two different weight-
ing approaches for the five core measurements used in this
work: effective radius Re, ellipticity εe, velocity dispersion
σe, (V/σ)e, and the mean stellar population age.

For the eagle simulations (Fig. 1), we find trends con-
sistent with observations. Mass-weighted effective radii are
smaller than mass-weighted radii, as expected for galaxies
with negative colour gradients where the cores are rela-
tively red (e.g., Zibetti et al. 2009; Szomoru et al. 2013).
Luminosity-weighted ellipticities are larger, i.e., galaxies ap-
pear to be flatter. This is consistent with a simple morpho-
logical picture, where for a relatively red bulge and bluer
disk, when randomly observed, the luminosity-weighting in-
creases the ellipticity because more weight is given to the
disk component. Similarly, because the velocity dispersion of
the disk component is typically much lower than the bulge,
a luminosity-weighted velocity dispersion is expected to be
lower than a mass-weighted velocity dispersion. We find that
this trend is recovered in the eagle simulations. Further-
more, the lower velocity dispersion will also cause the V/σ
values to be higher when using luminosity weighting as com-
pared to mass weighting. Finally, luminosity weighted stellar
ages in eagle are younger, consistent with observational re-
sults (e.g., McDermid et al. 2015; González Delgado et al.
2015).

In horizon-agn (Fig. 2), most mock-observed quan-
tities follow the expectations from the observations, with
the exception of the size measurements. The luminosity-
weighted effective radii in horizon-agn are smaller than
the mass-weighted quantities. We note that a burst of cen-
tral star formation can make a galaxy more compact when
using luminosity-weighted sizes. However, from the fact that
galaxies of all sizes appear to follow the same trend, we con-
sider this scenario to be unlikely. As the effect is small, we
consider a further investigation of this result beyond the
scope of the paper. We also note that while the horizon-
agn results for the velocity dispersion are quantitatively
the same as in eagle, the difference between luminosity
and mass-weighted dispersion is considerably stronger in
horizon-agn.

Lastly, all mock-observations from the magneticum
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Figure 1. Comparison of simulated luminosity and mass-weighted quantities in eagle. The assumption of using luminosity-weighted

measurements rather than mass-weighting, results in larger effective radii, higher or more flattened ellipticities, lower velocity dispersions,

higher (V /σ)e, and younger mean ages.
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Figure 2. Comparison of simulated luminosity and mass-weighted quantities in horizon-agn. Similar to eagle, we find that with

luminosity-weighted ellipticities are higher, velocity dispersions are considerably lower, (V /σ)e values are higher, and ages are younger.
However, the luminosity-weighted effective radii are smaller than the mass-weighted radii, in contrast with observational results.
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Figure 3. Comparison of simulated luminosity and mass-weighted quantities in magneticum. Similar to eagle, we find that with

luminosity-weighted sizes and ellipticities are higher, velocity dispersions are considerably lower, (V /σ)e values are slightly higher, and

ages are younger.

simulation follow the expected observational trends. The re-
sults are the same as for eagle: luminosity-weighted sizes
are larger than the mass-weighted size, ellipticities are more
flattened, velocity dispersions are considerably lower, (V/σ)e
values are higher, and ages are younger. However, the dif-
ference in using mass-weighted versus luminosity-weighted
quantities is small for all but mean stellar age.

APPENDIX B: STELLAR POPULATION AGE
IN SAMI, CALIFA, AND ATLAS3D

As described in Section 2, mean stellar ages have been mea-
sured by Scott et al. (2017) for the SAMI Galaxy Survey
data, McDermid et al. (2015) for ATLAS3D data. Both use
a method where lick indices are converted into single stel-
lar population. For the CALIFA survey, González Delgado
et al. (2015) adopt a full spectral fitting method. Besides
the different methods, the wavelength regions from which
the stellar population parameters have been derived are also
different: 3750-5750Å for SAMI, 4800-5380Å for ATLAS3D

and 3745-7300Å for CALIFA. Because of the different wave-
length regions covered by the different surveys we expect
differences in the mean age estimates as blue wavelengths
are more sensitive to young stellar populations. Therefore,
in this appendix we compare the mean stellar age distribu-
tion of galaxies from the SAMI Galaxy Survey, ATLAS3D,
and CALIFA.

In Fig. B1 left-panel, we compare the mean log Age as
a function of stellar mass for the three different surveys for
early-type galaxies only (E and S0). We find that ATLAS3D

galaxies are clearly offset to older ages, but that this is not

caused by a difference in the stellar mass distribution of the
different samples. At fixed stellar mass, ATLAS3D galaxies
have higher age estimates as compared to SAMI and CAL-
IFA. Note that there are almost no galaxies in the CALIFA
Survey with ages older than 10Gyr, while there are a consid-
erable number in SAMI and ATLAS3D. This is most likely
caused by the different fitting methods.

We show the distribution of log Age in the right-panel
of Fig. B1. The SAMI distribution shows the largest spread
in age, but also has the lowest median log Age in Gyr of
0.76. The CALIFA age distribution is considerably narrower,
with a slightly higher median age (log age [Gyr] = 0.87),
whereas the ATLAS3D age distribution is noticeably offset
and skewed towards older ages (median log age [Gyr] =
0.99). Thus, in order to create a homogeneous observational
dataset, we subtract 0.23 dex from the ATLAS3D ages. We
do not apply an offset to the CALIFA sample because we do
not find a significant offset in log Age for the entire SAMI
and CALIFA sample without a morphological cut (median
log Age in Gyr of 0.63 and 0.61, respectively).

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by

the author.
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Figure B1. Comparison of the mean stellar ages from the SAMI Galaxy Survey (blue), ATLAS3D (orange), and CALIFA (yellow). At

fixed stellar mass, ATLAS3D age estimates are higher with a median log Age [Gyr] of 0.99 as compared to SAMI (0.76) and CALIFA
(0.87).
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